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Foreword 
 

The Northern Dimension Research Centre (NORDI) is an institute that coordinates research 

and operations involving Russia at Lappeenranta University of Technology. NORDI is a high-

level multidisciplinary research institute which focuses on technology and business in Russia 

and the Baltic Sea region. NORDI’s areas of expertise in Russia-EU research are business and 

economy, innovations, energy and logistics. The applied research reports in NORDI’s 

publication series provide knowledge for the purposes of industries, the public sector, and 

education. 

 

NORDI has made several studies covering competitiveness and its development in TE-region. 

Publications are available free-of-charge from http://www.lut.fi/nordi/ 

 

This short report updates and complements previous NORDI studies about the 

competitiveness and economic development of TE-region. Eleven TEs are included in the 

present TE comparison. All New Member States of EU (NMSs) from the TE-region are 

included plus Russia. The book also discuses the effects of current financial crisis on the 

competitiveness and economic growth of TE-region. 

 

 

 

 

Lappeenranta, May 2009 

 

Professor, Ph.D. Tauno Tiusanen 

Northern Dimension Research Centre 

Lappeenranta University of Technology 
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1 Introduction 
 

In the period of the Cold War, Europe was divided into two parts. In the East there was the 

communist bloc with centrally planned economies, while the West comprised capitalist 

market economies. The dividing line was called the Iron Curtain. 

 

The authoritarian rulers in the communist region maintained for decades that the system of 

central planning is superior in comparison to decentralised market system. The lack of 

democracy was legitimated by the slogan of even distribution of wealth and welfare. This 

promise did not materialize. Thus, social unrest and dissatisfaction increased in the Eastern 

bloc. As economic stagnation became evident in the 1980s, citizens in the communist 

countries started demanding more say in economic and social issues. Finally, the communist 

system collapsed in Eastern Europe in 1989. The first communist country on earth, the Soviet 

Union disintegrated with delay, in 1991. 

 

The former Soviet Union was a federation with 15 states, every single one of which declared 

independence after the collapse of the federation. Three of them (Estonia, Latvia and 

Lithuania) rejected to participation on any edifice replacing the former Soviet Union (FSU). 

Twelve other republics of the FSU formed the Commonwealth of Independent States (CIS). 

This new constellation has no de facto supranational powers.  

 

This transition from Marx to the market was remarkably peaceful, both in Eastern Europe, 

and in the FSU. However, in Romania several thousand people were killed in the power 

struggle between the supporters of the communist dictator, Nicolae Ceauşescu and his 

opponents. The former Czechoslovakian federation was peacefully divided into two separate 

states, the Czech Republic and Slovakia. 

 

The former Yugoslavia was a federative communist state with a very peculiar political and 

economic system. It did not participate on communist military integration project called the 

Warsaw Pact. Yugoslavia was not a full member of the Council of Mutual Economic 

Assistance (CMEA) which was the trading bloc of communist states. Unfortunately, the 

disintegration of the Yugoslavian federation was far from peaceful. 

 

In the Cold War era, the communist bloc had a network of bilateral trade agreements within 

the CMEA. The basic setup in this trading bloc was that the Soviet Union delivered primary 

goods (including energy bearers) to her satellites, which paid for them with manufactured 
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goods. Quantities were fixed in beforehand in bilateral trade agreements. Quality of 

exportable played a minor role only. 

 

Some East – West trade took place across the Iron Curtain in the Cold War era. This trade 

increased in the two last decades of communism because Western credit was made in large 

scale available for the Eastern clients. However, in the 1980s it became evident that 

communist states had great difficulties servicing the accumulated debt. Under the 

circumstances of central planning it was difficult or even impossible to produce competitive 

goods for the Western markets to cover the hard currency credits taken from the West. 

Catching up with the Western living-standard became a distant dream only. 

 

In the first years of Post-communism, economic activity decreased rather dramatically in all 

transitional economies (TEs). The main reason for this slump in the early 1990s was the 

questionable competitiveness in TE-region. 

 

Several NORDI publications covering competitiveness and its development in TE-region are 

available in the web. This short report updates and complements previous NORDI studies 

about the same topic. 

 

Eleven TEs are included in the present TE comparison. All New Member States of EU 

(NMSs) from the TE-region are included plus Russia. 

 

Russia mighty resource base has helped her economy to recover in the second decade of 

transition amid a price boom of primary products. At the same time, increasing input prices 

have hurt NMS-region. Some countries under review are facing serious current account (CA) 

problems. 

 

It is likely that foreign direct investment (FDI) flows will be negatively affected by the global 

financial crisis. Obviously, risk capital is not moving from one country into another with the 

same speed as in the boom period. Thus, global competition in attracting FDIs will intensify. 

 

The third decade of post-communist transition in NMSs will be full of challenges. Economic 

growth in EU-15 has in 2008 evaporated affecting the labour market. Thus, guest workers 

from TEs are facing decreasing opportunities in Western Europe. As a result, remittances 

flowing from the West into East in Europe will decline hampering current account financing 

in TE-region. 
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In sum, TEs must pay increasing attention to improve competitiveness. Populations in the 

region have continuously high expectations concerning living standard improvement. 

Disappointment in this regard may cause social unrest.  
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2 Measuring Competitiveness 
 

According to basic economic rule, a country’s competitive position deteriorates, if it has a 

higher inflation rate than her competitors. In this case exports and import substituting 

branches will be hurt in price competition. In order to neutralize the high inflation effect, the 

country must devaluate her currency. 

 

In this “model” it is assumed that quality of traded goods will be stable. If price hikes are 

combined with quality improvements, higher values are probably justified. Demand for a 

higher quality good is not affected, even if it is more expensive than the previous alternative. 

 

Measuring competitiveness on the national level is thus a delicate issue. TEs have gained 

competitiveness in two decades via FDIs. Sourcing investors were attracted by TEs because 

of cheap labour costs in the early period of transition. 

 

Spectacular FDIs in the form of acquisition have taken place, for example, in car production. 

German Volkswagen acquired Skoda in Czech Republic in the 1990s. The big bulk of Skoda 

cars, manufactured by VW, is exported (about 85 %). Skoda is thus the far the most important 

export product of the Czech Republic. Fiat acquired her previous licensee in Poland and 

stopped producing her smallest car, Fiat 500 in Italy. About 95 % of Fiat 500 cars, made in 

Poland, are exported.  

 

In the framework of these two acquisitions, competitiveness of the FDI host countries 

increased dramatically. This improvement of competitiveness is not only visible in export 

figures, but in import substitution as well. If a client in Poland or in Czech Republic is 

looking for a new Western car, he/she can get it manufactured locally. 

 

2.1 Composite Index by World Economic Forum 

Several international organizations and consulting firms compile annually composite indices 

on competitiveness. Normally, these studies comprise quantitative and qualitative components 

of international competitiveness.  

 

The Global Competitiveness Index (GCI) released annually by the World Economic Forum is 

widely quoted in financial press and business literature. The latest (2008-09) GCI measures 

competitiveness in 134 countries. The composite index includes 12 “pillars”, which form 

three sub-indexes. The overall index captures the micro- and macroeconomic foundations of 
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national competitiveness. In the GCI assessment, a scale from 0 to 7 is used (7 is the highest 

possible score). 

 

   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 1. The 12 pillars of competitiveness (The Global Competitiveness Report 2008-09). 

 

According to the GCI, in the first stage, the economy is factor-driven and countries compete 

based on their factor endowment, primarily labour and natural resources. Companies compete 

on the basis of price and sell basic products or commodities, with their low productivity 

reflected in low wages. Maintaining competitiveness at this stage of development depends 

mainly on well-functioning public and private institutions, infrastructure, a stable 

macroeconomic framework, and capable workforce (sub-index 1).  

 

In the efficiency-driven stage of development countries must take care of efficiency of 

production and increase product quality. Competitiveness is increasingly driven by higher 

education and training, efficient markets for goods and services, as well as well functioning 

labour market (sub-index 2). 

 

As countries move into the innovation-driven stage, high living standard can only be 

maintained if companies are able to compete with new products. Competitiveness comes 

through innovation and use of the most sophisticated production processes (sub-index 3). 

 

The table below lists the best ten countries in the World Economic Forum ranking 2008-2009. 

Eleven transitional economies under review are also covered. Traditionally, United States is 

Basic requirements 
• Institutions 
• Infrastructure 
• Macroeconomic stability 
• Health and primary education 

Efficiency enhancers 
• Higher education and training 
• Goods market efficiency 
• Labour market efficiency 
• Financial market sophistication 
• Technological readiness 
• Market size

Innovation and sophistication factors 
• Business sophistication 
• Innovation 

Key for 

innovation-driven 

economies 

Key for 

efficiency-driven 

economies 

Key for 

factor-driven 

economies 
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on the top of the GCI list. Three Scandinavian countries, Denmark, Sweden and Finland, are 

in the top ten countries in overall competitiveness.  

 

Table 1. Global Competitiveness Index for selected economies.  

Country Rank Score
United States 1 5.74
Switzerland 2 5.61
Denmark 3 5.58
Sweden 4 5.53
Singapore 5 5.53
Finland 6 5.50
Germany 7 5.46
Netherlands 8 5.41
Japan 9 5.38
Canada 10 5.37
Estonia 32 4.67
Czech Republic 33 4.62
Slovenia 42 4.50
Lithuania 44 4.45
Slovakia 46 4.40
Russia 51 4.31
Poland 53 4.28
Latvia 54 4.26
Hungary 62 4.22
Romania 68 4.10
Bulgaria 76 4.03
Source: World Economic Forum.  
 

Estonia (rank 32) followed closely by Czech Republic (rank 33) are the best TEs in the light 

of GCI assessment. Slovenia, which is the richest TE under review, is clearly behind these 

two countries (42nd rank). Lithuania is not far behind (rank 44). Also Slovakia is within the 

best 50 countries (46th).  

 

Russia’s rank is 51 after Italy and India. Poland (53rd) and Latvia (54th) are not far behind. 

 

Hungary has alongside with Estonia and Czech Republic attracted more FDIs than other TEs 

under review. Therefore it is rather surprising that Hungary is on the 62nd place in the GCI 

index. Turkey is more or less on the same level with Hungary. 

 

The latecomers in EU membership, Romania and Bulgaria, score rather modestly in the GCI 

competition. Romania’s rank is 68th which is just before Vietnam. Bulgaria’s rank is even 

lower (76th) followed by Sri Lanka. 
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The third sub-index dealing with innovation factors is of special interest because it indicates 

how TEs will be able to cope in the future. TE rankings in this sub-index deviate considerably 

from the placements in the overall competitiveness index. 

 

Table 2. Innovation Index. 

Country Rank
Czech Republic 25
Slovenia 33
Estonia 40
Lithuania 49
Slovakia 53
Hungary 55
Poland 61
Russia 73
Romania 75
Latvia 84
Bulgaria 92
Source: World Economic Forum.  
 

The sub-index covering innovation-driven factors shows results in TE-region which deviate 

from the rankings in the overall index. Czech Republic is in the first place ranking 25th in the 

global competition. Slovenia is second on 33rd place. Estonia, which was the best TE in the 

overall assessment, occupies the 40th rank. 

 

Lithuania is on the 49th and Slovakia on the 53rd place. In these two cases the innovation 

ranking does not deviate much from the figures in the overall assessment. 

 

Hungary’s rank in the sub-index is 55th, which is better than in GCI table (62). In the Polish 

case, it is vice versa: in the general assessment she is on 53rd place, but in the sub-index 61st. 

Russia is essentially worse off in the innovation measure (73rd rank) than in the GCI index 

(51st). 

 

As mentioned above, Romania and Bulgaria are the latecomers in the EU, and thus, they are 

at the bottom of the scale in GCI table comprising TEs. These two countries score rather 

modestly also in the sub-index in the above table. However, Latvia is ranked lower than 

Romania in the innovation factor index. 

 

Obviously, in the near future the innovation-driven aspects of the economic development will 

be more and more decisive in the TE-region. The higher the country is in the above table, the 

better are her prospects in creating supplementary welfare in the next decade. 
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In the Global Competitiveness Report business managers in various locations were asked 

which the most harmful issues in doing business are. In the questionnaire there was a list of 

15 factors. The respondents were asked to select the five most problematic ones for doing 

business in their country and to rank them between one (most harmful) and five. The 

percentage figures in the tables below indicate the responses weighted according to their 

rankings. 

 

Table 3. The five most problematic issues for doing business in Bulgaria. 

Factor Precent of responses
 Corruption 15.7
 Inefficient government bureaucracy 14.0
 Inadequately educated workforce 11.2
 Inadequate supply of infrastructure  10.2
 Inflation 10.2
Source: World Economic Forum  
 

Corruption is regarded as the most harmful factor in doing business in the least developed 

economy of EU (15.7 %). Inefficient government bureaucracy is on the second place (14.0%).  

 

Inefficient civil service combined with dishonest attitude is obviously a poison pill in 

investment climate. As inadequately educated workforce (11.2 %) and inadequate supply of 

infrastructure (10.2 %) are added into the list, the overall picture of business environment is 

rather dark. Furthermore, inflation is regarded as a serious problem (10.2 %). 

 

Table 4. The five most problematic issues for doing business in Czech Republic. 

Factor Precent of responses
Inefficient government bureaucracy 17.0
Corruption 13.3
Tax rates 11.6
Poor work ethic in national labor force 9.4
Restrictive labor regulations 9.2
Source: World Economic Forum  
 

In the innovation factor index, Czech Republic was on the top of the TE-list, while Bulgaria 

was at the bottom. However, in both cases corrupt bureaucracy is bothering activities of the 

business community. In the Czech case, inefficient civil service is on the first place (17.0 %), 

while corruption (13.3 %) comes next. Tax rates (11.6 %) are regarded as problematic (11.6 

%). 
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Businesses are not very happy with labour market issues in Czech Republic. Poor work ethic 

(9.4 %) and restrictive labour regulations (9.2 %) are regarded as important impediments of 

good business. Inadequately educated labour force is not within the five most problematic 

factors, but still listed as harmful (9.1 %). 

 

Table 5. The five most problematic issues for doing business in Estonia. 

Factor Precent of responses
Inflation 19.7
Inadequately educated workforce 18.2
Restrictive labor regulations 11.4
Inefficient government bureaucracy 8.9
Poor work ethic in national labor force 8.2
Source: World Economic Forum  
 

Estonia is the favourite of Western FDIs in TE-region. In the GCI index it is on the top of the 

list in the regional competition. 

 

Inflation is listed as the most harmful factor in the Estonian business scene (19.7 %). 

Inadequately educated workforce comes second (18.2 %) and restrictive labour regulations 

third (11.4 %). Inefficient civil service (8.9 %) and poor work ethics (8.2 %) are also assessed 

critically by respondents. 

 

Corruption comes only on the eleventh place in the Estonian assessment with a very moderate 

score (3,7 %). This low figure indicates that corruption in Estonia is far more moderate than 

elsewhere in the region under review. 

 

Table 6. The five most problematic issues for doing business in Hungary. 

Factor Precent of responses
Tax regulations 17.7
Tax rates 16.4
Policy instability 13.1
Inefficient government bureaucracy 12.1
Access to financing 7.5
Source: World Economic Forum  
 

Business people are not happy with Hungarian taxing system. Almost 18 % of respondents 

complain about tax regulations as the most impeding factor in doing business. Tax rates come 

next in the list (16.4 %). Policy instability gets a critical perception by respondents (13.1 %). 

Inefficient bureaucracy is next on the list (12.1 %), followed by access to financing (7.5 %). 
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Corruption is on 7th place in the critical list (6.7 %), which means that Hungary is not 

regarded as one of the most dishonest countries in the TE-region. 

 

Table 7. The five most problematic issues for doing business in Latvia. 

Factor Precent of responses
Inflation 22.4
 Inefficient government bureaucracy 14.7
Tax regulations 11.5
Corruption 8.5
Inadequately educated workforce 7.8
Source: World Economic Forum  
 

In the middle of this decade, Latvian economy started to show clear signs of overheating. 

Strong economic growth combined with high inflation figures has caused very serious current 

account problems. 

 

Inflation is in the World Economic Forum survey regarded as far the most important problem 

in the Latvian business scene (22.4 %). Inefficient civil service comes on the second place 

(14.7 %), followed by tax regulations (11.5 %). 

 

Corruption (8.5 %) and poorly educated workforce (7.8 %) are mentioned within the five 

problem areas in Latvian economy. 

 

In 2008, it became clear that Latvia needs an external rescue package to overcome her 

economic problems. Thus, it is obvious that Latvia’s economic boom period is over. 

 

Table 8. The five most problematic issues for doing business in Lithuania. 

Factor Precent of responses
Inflation 14.0
 Inefficient government bureaucracy 13.8
Restrictive labor regulations 10.8
Corruption 10.6
Tax rates 10.1
Source: World Economic Forum  
 

Like in Latvia, inflation is also in Lithuania on the top of the list containing harmful factors 

for doing business (14.4 %). Inefficient civil service is on the second place (13.8 %), and 

restrictive labour regulations (10.8 %) on the third. 
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In the opinion of respondents, corruption also in Lithuania is one of the most bothersome 

factors (10.6 %), followed by high tax rates (10.1 %). 

 

Table 9. The five most problematic issues for doing business in Poland. 

Factor Precent of responses
Tax regulations 14.9
 Inefficient government bureaucracy 14.6
 Inadequate supply of infrastructure  12.8
Restrictive labor regulations 9.3
Access to financing 7.2
Source: World Economic Forum  
 

Poland is far the largest TE within EU. It was on the seventh place in the CGI assessment of 

the eleven TEs under review. 

 

Tax regulations in Poland are awkward in the opinion of interviewed business people (14.9 

%). Inefficient civil service is the second most harmful factor (14.6 %) followed by 

inadequate supply of infrastructure (12.8 %). 

 

Restrictive labour regulations are hampering business activities (9.3 %). Access to financing 

is also found to be difficult (7.2 %). 

 

Corruption is not within the five most harmful factors. It is in Poland on the eight place 

collecting 5.9 percentage points. 

 

Table 10. The five most problematic factors for doing business in Romania. 

Factor Precent of responses
Policy instability 13.2
Tax rates 12.8
Tax regulations 11.2
Inefficient government bureaucracy 10.8
Inadequate supply of infrastructure 9.7
Source: World Economic Forum  
 

Romania’s transition was in the 1990s very arduous. Therefore, the country was not able to 

join EU in the major Eastern enlargement of the Union in 2004. 
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Policy instability is regarded by the respondents the most harmful factor in Romanian 

business scene (13.2 %). Tax rates (12.8 %) and tax regulations (11.2 %) cause consternation 

in the business community. 

 

Inefficient bureaucracy (10.8 %) and inadequate supply of infrastructure (9.7 %) are 

important impediments to do business. 

 

Somewhat surprisingly, corruption is only on the seventh place among the harmful factors 

listed in Romanian case (8.4 %). It indicates that corruption has not been rooted out in 

Romanian society. 

 

Table 11. The five most problematic factors for doing business in Slovakia. 

Factor Precent of responses
 Inefficient government bureaucracy 17.8
 Inadequate supply of infrastructure  17.0
Corruption 14.2
Restrictive labor regulations 13.5
 Inadequately educated workforce 10.7
Source: World Economic Forum  
 

In the second decade of transition, Slovakia has been rather successful in attracting FDIs, 

especially in the branch of automotive industry. Slovakia was the second TE which was able 

to enter the Eurozone (2009).  

 

Inefficient civil service (17,8 %) and inadequate infrastructure (17,0 %) are the darkest clouds 

in the Slovak business climate, followed by corruption (14,2 %). 

 

Slovakia has very advantageous wage rates, but the business community is not happy with all 

aspects of the labour market. Restrictive labour regulations (13,5 %), inadequately educated 

labour force (10,7 %) and poor work ethic (8,0 %) hamper business activity. 

 

Table 12. The five most problematic factors for doing business in Slovenia. 

Factor Precent of responses
Inflation 18.1
Tax regulations 14.2
Inefficient government bureaucracy 13.5
Restrictive labor regulations 12.7
Inadequately educated workforce 8.8
Source: World Economic Forum  
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Slovenia’s small national economy with only 2 million inhabitants is far the wealthiest in the 

TE-region. The country was able to enter the Eurozone in 2007. 

 

Inflation is regarded as the most harmful factor in the Slovenian business scene (18,1 %), 

followed by tax regulations (14,2 %). 

 

Slovenia’s relatively high stage of development has not brought about efficient civil service. 

Cumbersome bureaucracy is regarded as the third most harmful factor in the business scene 

(13,5 %). Restrictive labour rules (12,7 %) and inadequately educated labour force (8,8 %) 

also receive negative attention by business people. 

 

Corruption is on the seventh place in the respondents’ list (5,7 %). Thus, it can be stated that 

the public sector even in the richest TE is not functioning optimally. 

 

Table 13. The five most problematic factors for doing business in Russia. 

Factor Precent of responses
Corruption 19.4
Tax regulations 14.8
Access to financing 12.8
Inefficient government bureaucracy 11.5
Tax rates 9.2
Source: World Economic Forum  
 

Russia’s economy has experienced a very strong boom since the turn of the century. The most 

important background factor is revival of oil price. Russia’s resource-rich economy has 

furthermore profited from high demand of metals. 

 

Strong economic growth linked with rapidly increasing personal income has created a golden 

period for Western and Asian producers of consumer goods. Import figures have increased 

essentially more rapidly than GDP. 

 

Thus, money has changed hands in Russia with a speed, which was unthinkable in the 1990s. 

According to Western financial press, not all hands participating on the money circulation are 

necessary clean. 

 

Corruption is very clearly the most important detail in the Russian list of harmful factors for 

doing business (19,4 %). Tax reglations are not appreciated by people participaiting on 
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Russian business scene: negative attitudes are expressed widely (14,8 %). Tax rates are on the 

5th place (9,2 %). 

 

Access to financing is regarded by respondents as a difficult sphere (12,8 %). Inefficiency of 

civil service is a disadvantage for business (11,5 %). 

 

The Russian economic boom has been accompanied by strong inflation, which has in this 

decade been essentially higher than in other TEs under review here. However, this negative 

phenomenon is only on the sixth place in the list (8,4 %). 

 

2.2 Corruption Perception Index 

 

Alongside with World Economic Forum, Transparency International (TI) publishes an annual 

index, which is widely quoted in the Western financial press. TI’s yearly survey deals only 

with corruption in different countries. In the survey respondents are asked to assess corruption 

in various economies by giving point between 0 and 10. If a country is perceived entirely 

honest, it receives ten points. 

 

Results of TI’s corruption perception index (CPI) have commented in several NORDI 

publications. Changes in annual figures are not dramatic. The top of the list is relatively stable 

including always several Scandinavian countries. 

 

The CPI of 2008 rankings and scores in table 14 include ten best countries with highest scores 

and eleven TEs under review. In the framework of the EU enlargement, candidate countries 

were asked to root out corruption. This process has not been very successful. 

 

The World Economic Forum survey commented above makes it clear that TEs have two 

outstanding problems in the business environment containing bureaucratic inefficiency and 

corruption. In this respect, all TEs are not in the same category. 
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Table 14. Corruption perception index (CPI) 2008 in selected economies. 

Country rank Country CPI Score
1 Denmark 9.3
1 Sweden 9.3
1 New Zealand 9.3
4 Singapore 9.2
5 Finland 9.0
5 Switzerland 9.0
7 Iceland 8.9
7 Netherlands 8.9
9 Australia 8.7
9 Canada 8.7

26 Slovenia 6.7
27 Estonia 6.6
45 Czech Republic 5.2
47 Hungary 5.1
52 Slovakia 5.0
52 Latvia 5.0
58 Lithuania 4.6
58 Poland 4.6
70 Romania 3.8
72 Bulgaria 3.6

147 Russia 2.1
Source: Transparency International  
 

Slovenia and Estonia are very clearly the least corrupt TEs under review. According to CPI, 

Slovenia is 26th and Estonia 27th in global ranking (of 168 countries). Both are scoring less 

than 7 points. 

 

Czech Republic (45th rank), Hungary (47th), Slovakia (52nd) and Latvia (52nd) score between 

5,0 and 5,2 points. Lithuania and Poland score both 4,6 points which gives them 58th rank. 

 

The newcomers in EU, Romania and Bulgaria score modestly 3,8 and 3,6 respectively. 

Romania’s global rank is 70th and Bulgaria’s 72nd. Thus, Estonia’s and Slovenia’s corruption 

is considerably milder than in Bulgaria and Romania. 

 

Russia is at the bottom of the scale in the above table with a clear margin to Bulgaria. Russia 

is on the 147th place in the global economy. Thus, it can be stated that corruption in Russia is 

rampant. 
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3 Economic trends 
 

3.1 Living standard 

 

In the early years of post-communism, economic activity decreased in all TEs. However, a 

recovery started already in the 1990s. Ten TEs under review started to prepare for the EU 

membership, which was given 2004 for eight TEs. Romania and Bulgaria joined EU with a 

delay, in 2007.  

 

These new member states of EU (NMSs) attracted plenty of FDI already in the 1990s. 

Western capital contributed essentially to the economic boom. Russia was in this respect a 

special case with rather thin FDI inflow.  

 

In the 1990s, it was not evident that all transitional economies are catching up with the living 

standard of the West. In the second decade of post-communism, the welfare gap between 

Eastern and Western part of Europe has declined, but not disappeared. 

 

The table below measures the relative living standard in eleven TEs. GDP figures purchasing 

power parity (PPP) adjusted are given in three years (1991, 2000 and 2008). The average 

figure in EU (27 countries) is marked with hundred. TEs in the table have a percentage which 

is below this average. 

 

Table 15. GDP per capita at current PPPs (EUR), from 2008 at constant PPPs 

European Union (27) average = 100 

1991 2000 2008
Bulgaria 32 28 40
Czech Republic 64 68 80
Estonia 40 45 66
Hungary 50 56 62
Latvia 47 37 53
Lithuania 52 39 60
Poland 33 48 55
Romania 29 26 45
Slovakia 42 51 69
Slovenia 62 80 92
Croatia 44 43 54
Macedonia 31 27 35
Turkey 27 40 43
Russia 55 35 54
Portugal 77 78 76
Source: WIIW  
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Bulgaria’s living standard dropped in relative terms between 1991 and 2000. At the beginning 

of the new century, Bulgaria’s GDP per capita at PPP was only 28 % of the EU average. The 

equivalent figure in 2008 in the poorest EU country was already 40 %. Thus, a remarkable 

catching up with the EU average has taken place. In this context it is worth noticing that EU-

newcomers are included in the average figure. 

 

Czech Republic was the best-off communist country in Europe. Her living standard was about 

one third below EU average in 1991. The 80 per cent figure in 2008 indicates that the relative 

living standard in Czech Republic has clearly improved. Portugal, an “old EU member”, has a 

more modest marking in the table (76 %). Portugal is included in the table, because it is the 

poorest country in the “old EU”. 

 

Slovakia is the other part of the former Czechoslovakia. Slovakia was clearly a junior partner 

in the former federation with rather modest living standard. In the second decade of her 

transition, Slovakia has been able to improve her relative position rather rapidly. The 2008 

percentage figure in the table 15 is 69, which is 11 points lower that Czech Republic’s 

equivalent figure. 

 

Hungary was richer than Slovakia in 1991. She was able to improve her relative position in 

the first half of the present decade. However, Hungary’s relative figure has decreased in 2007-

2008. With 62 % in 2008 she is worse off than Slovakia. 

 

Poland’s living standard in 1991 was only one third of the EU27 average, which means that 

the country was approximately on the same level with Bulgaria after the communist period. 

Rapid economic growth has brought her relative figure to 55 % in 2008. 

 

Romania was the poorest country under review in 1991. Her living standard in 2008 was less 

than half of the EU average, but remarkable relative improvement has taken place since early 

1990s. 

 

Estonia, Latvia and Lithuania are former Soviet republics in the Baltic region. Therefore, they 

all had a very difficult start in their respective transitions. However, in the second decade of 

post-communism the Baltic States have been able to improve their relative wellbeing. 

Especially rapid relative growth has taken place in Estonia, which had a marking of only 40 

% in 1991, and no less than 66 % in 2008. Lithuania and Latvia have been less successful. A 
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strong economic boom in the Baltic States has caused overheating of the business cycle, and 

thus, stabilisation methods are likely to cause a relative decline in living standard statistics. 

 

Russia suffered a severe decline in her living standard in the 1990s, both in absolute and 

relative terms. In the new century, an oil fuelled boom has helped Russia to recover strongly. 

However, her relative figure in the table 15 is approximately the same in 2008, as in 1991. 

Her living standard is 54 % of the EU average in the latter year. 

 

Slovenia with only 2 million inhabitants is an exceptionally rich TE with a living standard 

close to the EU average (92 %). This former Yugoslav republic was in living standard about 

the same level with Czech Republic in 1991. 

 

A very important background factor in the catching up process described above is the 

undervaluation of TE currencies. Prices in emerging markets tend to be lower than in 

developed world. Official exchange rates are supposed to reflect these price differentials, but 

they do it in a very imperfect manner. Therefore, international living standard comparisons 

pose certain tricky problems.  

 

The standard method in measuring relative development differences is to take gross domestic 

product (GDP) figures per capita in every country included in the comparison. Obviously, all 

countrywise figures must be converted into one single currency, in order to make a logical 

comparison. US dollar and euro are normally used for this purpose. 

  

The problem in this context is that official exchange rates (ERs) do not necessarily mirror the 

local purchasing power. Therefore, real living standard differentials can only be coped with 

via PPP adjustments. In several NORDI publications, the secrets of this adjustment are 

explained (for example see publication no. 24, Tiusanen, T. and Kinnunen, J., The 

Commonwealth of Independent States – CIS Countries in Transition, 2005). Previous studies 

point out that GDP figures per capita at official ERs underestimate the living standard in TEs.  
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Table 16. GDP per capita at PPP, 2008 (EUR) 

A B ERDI
At ER At PPP (B/A)

Bulgaria 4 400 10 000 2.27
Czech Republic 14 300 20 200 1.41
Hungary 10 600 15 700 1.48
Poland 9 500 13 900 1.46
Romania 6 500 11 400 1.75
Slovakia 11 800 17 300 1.47
Slovenia 18 600 23 300 1.25
Estonia 12 200 16 700 1.37
Latvia 9 800 13 300 1.36
Lithuania 9 600 15 200 1.58
Russia 8 000 13 500 1.69
Austria 31 400
EU27 average 25 200
Source: WIIW  
 

Far the lowest living standard in the above table is in Bulgaria with € 4 400 at official 

exchange rate. Bulgaria has also far the lowest price level in countries under review. Her PPP 

adjusted GDP (B figure) is more than double higher (€ 10 000) than the original indicator (A 

figure). 

 

Original GDP (A figure) ought to be identical with PPP adjusted equivalent. In this case, the 

original ER would be in equilibrium: exchange rate would in that case reflect price level 

correctly. In this case it is said that ER is at parity. 

 

On the basis of A and B figures in the above table it is possible to calculate how much official 

ERs deviate from the parity (equilibrium) level by dividing B (higher) figures by A (lower) 

figures. The result is called “exchange rate deviation index”, or ERDI. 

 

If ERDI value is over one, it is said that the currency in question is undervalued. 

Undervaluation of a currency helps the country to balance her books vis-à-vis the outside 

world, with other words, to keep her current account in relative equilibrium. 

 

Undervaluation of a currency is said to be “exchange rate protectionism”. An undervalued 

currency makes imported goods relatively expensive (in terms of local money), and 

exportables relatively cheap in global markets. If a citizen of a country with undervalued 
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currency travels abroad, he/she faces expensive prices in the external world. Visitor from the 

outside world enjoy cheap prices in a country with undervalued currency. 

 

The same topic can be clarified with an example. Let us assume that ERDI in Bulgaria is 

exactly two (calculated in euro). Furthermore, we assume that an average weekly consumer 

basket in euro zone has a price tag of € 100. The content of that basket can be bought with € 

50 in Bulgaria. Therefore, we can state that Bulgaria is a cheap country attracting tourists with 

her convenient price level which is good news from the point of view of her current account 

(CA). 

 

All other countries in the above table have an ERDI value in 2008 below two. Romania’s 

ERDI is 1,75 and Russian equivalent figure is 1,69. On the other side of the scale, the clearly 

richest country in the TE-region, Slovenia, has the most moderate ERDI value (1,25). The 

main rule is that the more developed the country is, the more likely it is, that the official 

exchange rate is in equilibrium (ERDI = 1.00), or close to it. 

 

Slovenia and also Slovakia are already members of eurozone. It means that these countries 

have no independent currency policy any more. Therefore, they cannot manipulate ERs, in 

order to improve international competitiveness. 

 

Bulgaria and the Baltic states (Estonia, Latvia and Lithuania) have all so called currency 

board system, in which ER is fixed against euro. The system excludes currency devaluation. 

 

This system is supposed to guarantee stability. The problem is that it cannot create relative 

equilibrium in CA. In the Baltic states ERDI values have decreased during the current decade. 

As a result, CA deficits have grown amid economic boom, which means that export earnings 

have grown more rapidly than import expenditure. Widening CA deficits actually call for 

devaluations (which by definition increases ERDI values). However, devaluations are 

prohibited. 

 

In Bulgaria ERDI value is rather high (currency is grossly undervalued), but in spite of this, 

her CA deficit is on a very high level. Devaluation ought to be used, which is not allowed in 

currency board system. 

 

One theoretical option in these four countries is to dismantle the currency board systems, 

which is difficult, but not impossible. If in these four countries currency board systems are 

maintained, there is the so called “internal devaluation” possible: all wages and salaries will 
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be reduced by 20-30 %, in order to re-establish competitiveness and with it relative 

equilibrium in CA figures. Obviously, this is socially and politically a painful process. 

 

Poland, Czech Republic, Hungary and Romania apply ER flexibility. Currencies in these 

countries depreciated rather strongly in the last quarter of 2008. This depreciation process is 

likely to bring export earning and import expenditure closer together. 

 

In the early years of the 21st century Russian rouble appreciated strongly in real terms. In 

spite of this, Russian CA was permanently in strong surplus because of high oil, natural gas 

and also metal prices. As these prices dropped strongly in the last quarter of 2008, pressure on 

rouble (RUB) ER intensified. The Central Bank used plenty of hard currency to defend RUB 

exchange rate, but gave it finally free. In a couple of months RUB lost value about 30 % 

against euro and some 40 % against US dollar. 

 

Depreciation of TE currencies amid global financial crisis have been in many sense 

problematic. In the boom period, it became customary to take euro, dollar, Swiss francs, etc., 

denominated loans and mortgages in all TEs. The incentive for this is clear: foreign currencies 

were by definition more stable, and thus, credits and mortgages denominated in Western 

monetary units were cheaper than local alternatives. 

 

Therefore, many firms and households face a nightmare with appreciated loans. When TE 

currencies depreciated, credit taken in euros (or other monetary units) increased in local 

currency terms. Obviously, not all firms and households are able to digest this shock of 

appreciating liabilities. At the same time, all imported goods have become more expensive in 

local money terms. 

 

In the four currency board countries the situation is different. Credits and mortgages taken in 

“hard currency” form are not affected by depreciation of local money, but decreasing income 

and increasing unemployment are likely results of the present economic crisis. 

 

Austria is included in the above table. This “old EU-country” is in the heart of Europe close to 

several TEs. Austria’s living standard exceeds EU average clearly. Neighbouring TEs are still 

rather far away from Austria’s living standard (with the exception of Slovenia). Catching up 

process is obviously discontinuing for several years. 

 

Current account deficits show remarkable differences within TE-region when the figures are 

counted in relative terms (CA deficit/surplus in percentage of GDP). 
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Table 17. Current account in % of GDP in selected economies in 2008 

CA in % of GDP 
in 2008

Czech Republic -2.8
Hungary -6.1
Poland -5.4
Slovakia -6.3
Slovenia -6.3
Bulgaria -24.5
Romania -12.1
Estonia -8.5
Latvia -12.2
Lithuania -13.6
NMS-10 -7.3
Russia 5.9
Euro area -0.4
EU27 -0.6
Source: WIIW  
 

As pointed out above, Bulgaria has the most severely undervalued currency in the region 

(ERDI value over two). In spite of that, it has far the highest CA deficit of almost 25 % of the 

local GDP. This figure is not sustainable even in medium term. Relatively poor Romania near 

by has also an alarming CA deficit (12,1 % of GDP), but it is less than half of Bulgaria’s 

equivalent figure. On the other side of the scale is Czech Republic with an equivalent figure 

of only 2,8 %. 

 

In the Baltic area CA deficits are critically high. The richest Baltic state, Estonia, has the 

lowest relative CA deficit of 8,5 %. Latvia (12,2 %) and Lithuania (13,6 %) have both double-

digit figures, which cannot be maintained for several years. 

 

Russian CA business is a special case. Every year in the new century Russian CA has been in 

clear surplus because of high export prices of oil, gas and metals. CA surplus in 2008 is close 

to 6 % of GDP. 

 

For the previous ten years CA management has been relatively easy in NMS-10, because risk 

capital in the form of FDI has been happily flowing in making CA deficit financing rather 

easy. This happy period is now over. According to WIIW forecast, FDI inflow in NMS-10 

will decrease from € 42 bn in 2008 to € 22 bn in 2009. 
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Amid global financial crisis sovereign risks are assessed very carefully. It means in actual fact 

that TEs cannot receive easily credits on the international market with favourable conditions. 

Therefore, Latvia, Hungary and Romania have already signed deals with International 

Monetary Fund, IMF (also Ukraine has done so, but she is not included in this study). When 

risk capital flows are drying up and debt financing is getting more expensive, special attention 

must be paid to noticing that interest payments for international credits and profit repatriation 

of FDI companies are burdening the expenditure side of every CA. 

 

Equilibrium-seeking CA management is hurting local living standard. Therefore, CA 

management under present circumstances is a delicate issue not only economically, but 

politically and socially as well. 

 

Currencies in the region under review appreciated in real terms in the previous ten years. Now 

the opposite is true. The present tendency is helping to balance CAs, but it is hurting living 

standard of local populations. 

 

3.2 Labour market issues 

 

In the early period of transition, radical structural changes took place and workers were made 

redundant in massive scale. New, small-scale enterprises started appearing. FDI inflow grew, 

because labour force was essentially cheaper in Eastern than in Western part of Europe. 

Therefore, unemployment started dropping in the turn of the century. 

 

Better pay in Western Europe attracted workers from TEs to move to “old EU countries”. An 

estimated number of 3-4 million migrant workers from TEs were active in Western Europe in 

2008. Financial crisis in the autumn 2008 hit this migrant community hard. Many “guest 

workers” had to leave the Western part of the old continent. 

 

When the global recession started to affect TE-region, unemployment figures were rather 

moderate. Unemployment rate calculated on the basis of labour force survey (LFS) method 

was in average 7,7 % in 2007 and 6,7 % in 2008 in NMS-10. The equivalent figures were 6,1 

% and 6,3 %, respectively, in Russia. It is estimated that some 10 million guest workers have 

been working annually in the booming Russian economy in 2005-2008. These migrant 

workers come from other former Soviet republics, mainly from Central Asian countries. 

Obviously, this part of labour force will be strongly affected by the financial crisis. 
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It can be expected that unemployment will increase in all TEs concerned amid financial crisis. 

The states cannot afford generous unemployment benefits. Deficit spending has strict limits 

because of questionable creditworthiness. Russia has certain reserves accumulated in the 

global oil price boom, but all NMSs must be very careful in their fiscal policy which 

disallows extensive social spending hikes. 

 

Therefore, it is likely that dissatisfaction among populations will increase. Demonstrations 

have already taken place in several TEs. Turmoil cannot be excluded. 

 

Wage level development was very positive in TEs in the pre-crisis period. Personal 

consumption is essentially in better shape than in the communist period. Catching up with the 

West has advanced as pointed out above. 

 

Table 18. Average gross monthly wages at official ER (EUR) 

2001 2008 Growth 2001-2008 (%)
Czech Republic 434 940 117
Hungary 404 795 97
Poland 557 843 51
Slovakia 286 703 146
Slovenia 988 1391 41
Bulgaria 123 268 118
Romania 162 474 193
Estonia 352 831 136
Latvia 284 683 140
Lithuania 274 657 140
Russia 124 470 279
Austria 2277 2649 16
Source: WIIW  
 

Gross monthly wage is an important indicator, because it tells the actual price of labour for 

those companies which operate in TE-region. Wage differences within the region are 

remarkable. The cheapest figure in the table in year 2008 is in Bulgaria (€ 268). Austria is 

taken as a proxy for Western Europe. Austria’s monthly gross wage is about ten times higher 

than the Bulgarian figure. 

 

Far the highest average wage is paid in Slovenia within NMS-10 (€ 1391) in 2008. It is almost 

twice as high as the average figure (NMS-10) which is € 759 a month. However, the 

Slovenian wage is only about 55 % of the Austrian equivalent. 
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Pay package growth rates between 2001 and 2008 were spectacular. Seven out of ten NMS 

wages more than doubled in the time frame under review. Hungary was not far away from the 

100 % growth target. 

 

In this context, there are two exceptions, Slovenia and Poland. In the former, living standard, 

and consequently also gross pay, was superior in TE-comparison in 2001. Therefore, it is 

understandable that the growth rate in the table above is rather modest, just over 40 %. The 

latter had in 2001 the second highest wage level in the table, which is rather surprising. 

Therefore, Poland’s wages have grown rather modestly 2001-2008 by just over 50 %. 

 

Russia is a special case also in the light of above figures. Her average wage level before the 

oil price boom was extremely modest, only € 124 a month. During the energy crisis in the 

global market Russia’s average pay package increased almost fourfold. However, her average 

wage was in 2008 the second lowest. Only Bulgaria has a lower equivalent figure. 

 

Average gross wage figures are important tools for Western manufacturers who establish 

labour intensive activities in the TE-region. Foreign retailers, who have invaded the region 

with large-scale inputs, are primarily interested in local purchasing power. Daily items, 

consumer durables and cloths cannot be easily sold in an environment, where money is 

scarce. 

 

Table 18. Average monthly gross wages at PPPs (EUR) 

2001 2008 Growth 2001-2008 (%)
Czech Republic 893 1330 49
Hungary 944 1233 31
Poland 804 1175 46
Slovakia 676 1034 53
Slovenia 988 1391 41
Bulgaria 369 604 64
Romania 441 836 90
Estonia 634 1135 79
Latvia 549 930 69
Lithuania 577 1041 80
Russia 377 787 109
Austria 2277 2649 16
Source: WIIW  
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Average gross monthly wages at ER are multiplied with every country’s respective ERDI 

figure. Thus, the previous table gave the “nominal” wage level, while the above table covers 

the “real” pay packages (price differentials are taken into consideration). 

 

On the basis of two wage tables we can conclude that real wages are clearly higher than the 

nominal ones in TE-region. Seven out of ten NMSs, gross monthly wage exceeds the € 1000 

mark in average calculations. Czech Republic with moderate price level is not far away from 

Slovenia. Latvia is relatively close to the € 1000 level, while Romania with € 836 is clearly 

below this milestone. Bulgaria is at the bottom of the scale in NMS-comparison. 

 

Russia has the highest growth rate in the above table showing more than doubling of wage 

level (PPP adjusted) between 2001 and 2008. However, in 2008 her wage level is clearly 

lower than the NMS average. Bulgaria is worse off than Russia. 

 

The lowest rate is in Hungary (31 %), followed by Slovenia (41 %). Growth performances in 

Czech Republic and Slovakia are below the average. 

 

However, all TEs in the above table outperform Austria’s equivalent growth result with clear 

margin. Mature welfare states have not been able to increase purchasing power parity adjusted 

wages rapidly in the early years of the new century. 

 

One of the basic rules in mainstream economics says that wages should not increase more 

rapidly than productivity. It is stated that excessive wage hikes (which exceed gains in 

productivity) have inflationary effect. Excessive inflation (inflation higher than global 

average) hurts competitiveness of a national economy. 

 

Thus, from the international competitiveness point of view it is important in every national 

economy to keep her unit labour costs as stable as possible. Decreasing unit labour costs 

(ULC) improve competitiveness of a country. In this case, productivity increases faster than 

wages. 

 

Obviously, the production enterprise sector is interested in ULC development when 

investment decisions are made. In this context, TE-region is part of the global scene. It is not 

enough that TE-region can offer cheaper labour than Western Europe. The so called “China 

effect” is present also in countries under review. 
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Table 19. Unit labour costs, ER adjusted 

ULC      
2000 = 100

Czech Republic 185
Hungary 183
Poland 139
Slovakia 188
Slovenia 116
Bulgaria 184
Romania 182
Estonia 179
Latvia 171
Lithuania 155
Russia 362
Source: WIIW  
 

The NMS-10 region has a deteriorating ULC scene in the 21st century. In the current decade, 

ULCs exchange rate adjusted have increased almost 70 %. In this regard, Slovenia has a good 

record with only 16 % increase. The second best result was achieved with 39 % in Poland. 

Slovakia (88 %), Czech Republic (85 %), Bulgaria (84 %) and Romania (82 %) all score 

clearly above the average. 

 

Also in the above table Russia is a special case with an equivalent figure of no less than 362 

%. Russia has been able to digest this huge deterioration of her competitiveness rather well 

via rapid increases in her export prices (oil, gas, metals, and chemicals). As these prices of 

exportables experienced a downfall in the last quarter of 2008, Russian rouble (RUB) 

depreciated strongly. It is obvious that ULC development described above is not sustainable. 

 

ULC trend can be assessed in a different way in the light of data provided by WIIW. In the 

Vienna index (table 20) Austria is marked with hundred. 
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Table 20. Unit labour costs, PPP adjusted, Austria = 100 

2001 2008
Growth % 
2001-2008 

Czech Republic 34 49 44
Hungary 31 43 39
Poland 50 54 8
Slovakia 25 41 64
Slovenia 65 64 -1.5
Bulgaria 17 27 59
Romania 32 49 53
Estonia 36 54 50
Latvia 34 51 50
Lithuania 30 43 43
Russia 18 41 128
Source: WIIW  
 

The average index of figure of NMS-10 is 48 % (2008). Thus, it can be stated that a potential 

employer can hire approximately two TE workers with price (wage) of one Austrian. In a 

similar comparison almost four Bulgarians can be employed instead of one Austrian. 

 

In European circumstances it is beneficial to get work done in TE-region rather than in 

Western part of the continent, even if the development differentials are milder than in the turn 

of the century. In this context it is worth noticing that ULC figures are dissimilar within 

NMS-10. Extreme index values can be observed in Slovenia (64 %) and Bulgaria (27 %). It is 

amazing to observe that Bulgaria’s figure is much lower than the equivalent percentage in 

Romania (49 %). These two countries are roughly on the same level in living standard. 

 

The above table shows essential differentials in growth side of the story. The relative figure in 

Russia more than doubled in the given time frame (128 % growth), while there was negative 

growth (decline) in Slovenia (-1,5 %). Slovenia’s international competitiveness thus improved 

somewhat, while Russia at the same time suffered a remarkable deterioration in ULC terms. 

Poland had a remarkably low relative growth in ULC measurement of only 8 % between 2001 

and 2008. Slovakia (64 %), Bulgaria (59 %) and Romania (53 %) have rather high growth 

figures in the above table. 
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ULC trends described above are not sustainable in the third decade of transition. Under 

recessional circumstances special attention must be paid to productivity advancement. “Wage 

inflation” must be rooted out. Competition in attracting FDI will considerably intensify. 

International companies facing fierce price competition will not necessarily be interested in 

locations with deteriorating ULC scene. 

 

ULC growth is obviously affecting prices driving them up. Inflation as such is not a problem 

in competitiveness. If country A is running an annual inflation rate of 2 % which is the same 

in the rest of the world (ROW), country A’s price position is not affected. However, if 

country A runs an inflation rate of, say, 4 %, while the equivalent figure in ROW is 2 %, 

country A’s price competitiveness deteriorates. Depreciation of A’s currency by 2 % (the 

amount of excess inflation in comparison to world average) corrects the situation. 

 

Inflation is normally measured by CPI (consumer price index). CPI in 2008 showed that 

transitional economies lost price competitiveness. 

 

Table 21. Consumer prices 2008, change (%) against previous year 

Change (%) against previous year
Czech Republic 6.3
Hungary 6.0
Poland 4.2
Slovakia 3.9
Slovenia 5.5
Bulgaria 12.0
Romania 7.9
Estonia 10.6
Latvia 15.2
Lithuania 11.1
NMS-10 6.3
Russia 14.1
Euro-area 3.3
Source: WIIW  
 

NMS-10 had 2008 an inflation which was about double the number in euro-area. Thus, TE-

region lost clearly price competitiveness in European framework. Four countries in this region 

had double-digit inflation figures (Bulgaria, Estonia, Latvia and Lithuania). These four 

countries have the currency board system, in the framework of which devaluation is made 

impossible. “Internal devaluation” is thus necessary: wages and salaries must be adjusted 

downwards to re-establish competitiveness and balance in CA with it. 
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Russia has had rather high inflation rates during the whole current decade. 2008, CPI increase 

was over 14 %. Therefore, pressure started to mount on fixed exchange rate, which was on a 

too strong level. In the autumn Russian Central Bank abandoned the fixed rate. Rouble lost 

about 30 % of its value against euro in three months. 

 

Table 22. Price level, EU27 = 100 

2001 2008
Growth (%) 
2001-2008

Czech Republic 49 71 45
Hungary 50 68 36
Poland 59 68 15
Slovakia 42 68 62
Slovenia 73 80 10
Bulgaria 33 44 33
Romania 37 57 54
Estonia 56 73 30
Latvia 52 73 40
Lithuania 48 63 31
NMS-10 47 67 43
Russia 33 60 82
Source: WIIW  
 

In above table, 27 EU-countries (average) is marked with hundred. Therefore, the table does 

not measure price levels between Western and Eastern part of Europe. Ten TEs (NMSs) are 

within the index base. 

 

NMS-region is catching up with the all-EU price level rather rapidly. In 2001, the index 

figure for NMS-10 was less than half (47 %) of the all-EU price level, while the equivalent 

number in 2008 was already about two-thirds (67 %). Slovenia is already relatively close to 

the all-EU price level with 80 % figure, while Bulgaria is far from the same mark (44 %). 

 

Slovakia’s catching up process has been speedier than elsewhere in the region: her relative 

price level figure grew by no less than 62 % between 2001 and 2008. The slowest speed in 

this context had Slovenia with only 10 % increase. Poland had also a favourable advance of 

15 %. 
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Russia has a far the highest growth rate in the above table, over 80 %. However, Russia’s 

price level in relative terms was in 2008 still more moderate than in NMS-10 in average. Only 

Romania and Bulgaria have in the table more moderate price level than Russia. 

 

The tendency described in the above table must discontinue. TE-currencies must depreciate to 

maintain relative competitiveness. Four TEs using the currency board system (which excludes 

currency depreciation) must reduce their cost levels. Otherwise CA deficit become 

insurmountable problem.   

 

In this context, Russia is –as always- a special case. Revival of oil and gas prices will solve 

her potential CA problem, which in 2009 is not going to be a serious one. NMS-10 must pay 

plenty of attention to economic stability in their respective policy-making. 
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4 Foreign Direct Investments in Transitional Economies 
 

When the system of central planning collapsed in former eastern bloc, it was obvious that the 

post-communist countries offer cheap labour for Western investors. Plenty of risk capital has 

been flowing into the TE-region during the first two decades of transition. 

 

According to the Vienna Institute of International Economic Studies (wiiw), the FDI stock in 

NMS-10 was $558 billion in 2007. The equivalent figure in Russia was $412 billion. 

 

There is a rather general perception that almost all FDIs in TE-region are supply-oriented. It is 

assumed that relatively cheap labour in TEs is the main attraction for foreign potential 

investors. This assumption is not necessarily correct. Amid economic growth, purchasing 

power has increased rapidly in post-communist countries. Therefore, Western retailers have 

had a strong invasion in TE-area. Western banks are very active in the region. 

 

Thus, market-seeking investors have been very active in TEs. Market-seeking companies are 

looking for a relatively wealthy environment, while sourcing investors seek cheap input 

prices, including moderate wages. 

 

In certain cases, these two investment categories have overlapping. For example, Skoda car 

manufacturing outlet, owned by German Volkswagen, produces about 500 000 vehicles a 

year, 85 % of which are exported. At the same time, Skoda is the leading brand in the new car 

segment in Czech Republic. Therefore, it can be stated that the main motive of the investor 

(VW) is in sourcing: Skoda is a cheap alternative of VW in external markets. Skoda 

production in Czech Republic gives simultaneously an unbeatable marketing advantage in the 

local car market vis-à-vis the imported alternatives. However, this “market-seeking” aspect of 

the investment is only about 15 % of the Skoda sales. 

 

Fiat has moved the production of the smallest (and cheapest) model, Fiat 500 entirely to 

Poland. From the Polish production, 95 % is sold outside of Poland. Still, Fiat is obviously 

happy to have its cheapest car produced in Poland, where in the local market potential buyers 

are very price-conscious.  

 

Wiiw database provides interesting information on inward FDI stock by economic activities 

in TE-region. This information reveals that plenty of production activities by foreign investors 
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take place in TEs. However, service sector has a dominant share in foreign-owned companies 

in many TEs. 

 

Figures for foreign direct investment by economic activity as a percentage of total FDI in 

2007 in reviewed economies are presented in appendix 1.  

 

The big bulk of foreign capital invested in Slovakia is functioning in the sphere of 

manufacturing (48 %). It can be stated that Slovakia has been able to create a viable 

automotive industry cluster on her territory. In the early period of transition, Volkswagen 

started producing cars with its own brand. In the neighbouring Czech Republic the same 

investor produces Skoda cars. KIA (South-Korea) has a production unit in Slovakia (KIA 

brand is owned by Hyundai). Several car-part makers have entered the Slovakian market.  

 

In Czech Republic, Hungary, Poland, Lithuania, Slovakia and Romania, the share of 

manufacturing is approximately one third of the FDI “cake”. In the Russian case, the share is 

39 %. Russia is the only TE under review with plenty of FDI money involved in mining (26 

%). Together, mining and manufacturing occupy about two thirds of FDI money. 

 

Bulgaria has the cheapest labour costs, even counted on unit labour costs basis, in the TE-

region, and all of EU. However, manufacturing has a relatively modest share in Bulgarian 

FDI stock (about 18 %). In this respect, Estonia (14,4 %) and Latvia (8,8 %) have even more 

modest figures. 

 

Precondition for mining is naturally mineral wealth, which is not extensive in NMS region. In 

Romania, the share of mining in FDI stock is just over 6 %. Gold is mined in Romania by a 

foreign company. In Czech Republic the equivalent figure is 2,5 %. 

 

In the service sector there are two categories of utmost importance in the FDI stock table 

(appendix 1), trade and banking. Both of them show rather high relative value. 

 

In the last two decades of the 20th century, corner shops in the rich part of the world started to 

disappear and super- and hypermarkets started to emerge. This trend was very clear both in 

America and Europe. Motorised consumers neglected their daily shopping and started getting 

their supplies from big-box outlets. Retailing became more and more oligopolistic. Big chains 

started to dominate the scene with wide selection and cheap prices. 
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In the 1990s, some successful retailers started becoming international. These units used their 

market power by avoiding wholesalers and by demanding volume discounts from 

manufacturers. In the early years of the 21st century the biggest retailer, Wal-Mart, became the 

largest company in the world. 

 

The collapse of communism came like a lottery ticket for West European big retailers. Most 

of them witnessed saturation in their home base. Competition in the rich part of the world had 

become fierce. TE-region offered golden opportunities for German Metro, British Tesco, 

French Carrefour, etc. They were able to enter almost virgin territory of post-communism (for 

details, see: T. Tiusanen: Foreign Investors in Transitional Economies: Cases in 

Manufacturing and Services. NORDI publication 27; and Tiusanen – Malinen: Foreign 

Retailers in Russia. NORDI publication 34). 

 

Presently, foreign retailers are very visible in the scenery of TEs, and thus, the share of trade 

in the table in appendix 1 is relatively high. In Poland 17,4 % of FDI stock is invested in 

trading. In Slovenia (16,5 %) and in Hungary (15,7 %) the impact of trade in FDI statistics is 

almost as high as in Poland. In Estonia (13,4 %) Scandinavian retailers have a very dominant 

role. Everywhere in NMS-region the share of trade is over ten percent of the FDI stock. 

Russia’s equivalent figure is exceptional, only 1,5 %. 

 

Quite obviously, retailers are market-seeking investors in TEs. They have enhanced their 

clientele by investing in new territories of Eastern Europe. 

 

Part of the clientele comes from the West. It is attractive to make shopping trips from Finland 

to Estonia, from Austria and Germany to Czech Republic, Slovakia or Hungary. Western 

retailers sell their everyday products and DIY items cheaply in TEs. Therefore, shops in TEs 

serve local customers, as well as Western tourists. 

 

In financial intermediation Western banks play a very dominant share in TEs. According to 

UNCTAD’s FDI figures the share of foreign capital in Estonian banking sector is 99 %. The 

highest share in this category in the table in appendix 1 is 31,3 % in Estonia. About one third 

of FDI stock comes from the pockets from Western telecom operators which have their 

brands made visible in many capital cities of TEs. 

 

In this category, Bulgaria has high figure of 17,6 % in the table in appendix 1. On the other 

side of the scale is Russia with an equivalent figure of only 0,5 %. Variations in this group are 

remarkable. 
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The systemic change became visible in the capital cities of TEs already in the 1990s. Western 

fast food restaurants appeared rapidly in many places in city centres. Western hotels offer 

their services. 

 

However, figures in hotel and restaurant business in the table in appendix 1 are very low. 

Therefore, it can be assumed that restaurant venues and hotel buildings are owned by locals 

and rented to foreign companies. Furthermore, it can be assumed that many restaurants with 

Western brands are run on the basis of franchising agreements. Western franchisors invest a 

minimal amount of money in every TE and take franchisees to run the operations. 

 

Utilities are delicate. In many capitalist countries many or even all utilities were run by the 

state for a long time. It is not a simple task to organise perfect competition in electricity, gas 

and water supplies. 

 

In this category some FDI money is involved in TEs. When energy companies were privatised 

it was unusual to allow participation of Western companies. Especially Russia hesitated to do 

it, but has lately allowed foreign companies to buy power stations in her territory. 

 

In Czech Republic 9 % of FDI stock is invested in utilities branch. The next highest figure is 

with 6,9 % in Slovakia. Latvia is on the third place with 5,3 %. The equivalent figure is only 

0,3 % in Russia. 

 

Construction boom in TEs has been very visible in the first decade of the 21st century. Many 

Western companies have participated in building post-communism. 

 

However, this participation is not too visible in the FDI statistics. Obviously, all Western 

companies active in TEs use as much local inputs including local labour force as possible for 

cost reasons. Therefore, the figures in category F are very moderate. The highest figure comes 

up in Bulgaria with 6,5 %. It can be assumed that some building companies from 

neighbouring countries, like Greece, have invested in Bulgarian construction material 

companies, in order to get cheap modules for their own purposes. 

 

Agriculture, forestry, hunting and fishing are not activities in TEs which can attract foreign 

risk capital. Numbers in these spheres are very thin. 

 

FDI inflow has been an essential element in building post-communist capitalism. This inflow 

has had mainly positive influence on the reconstruction of TEs. Some effects can be listed:  
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• FDI inflow enhances the overall volume of host-country investment. This point is 

valid only, if there is a net inflow of FDI. In TEs, outflow of FDI has been negligible 

(with the exception of Russia). 

• In TE-region FDIs have had not only quantitative, but also qualitative aspect. Foreign 

companies have in many cases brought in the most modern technology helping to 

modernise the machine-park of host countries. 

• Foreign risk capital has introduced modern management and organisational know-

how which has been vital especially in the early stage of transition. Obviously all 

FDIs contain training for local managers and workers. 

• Foreign activities have a cumulative effect in TEs. If a foreign chocolate producer 

enters a TE it increases local demand for sugar. Every McDonald’s enhances demand 

for local bakery products, etc. 

• After the collapse of communism, all prices were set free. Thus, there was a danger 

that local monopolies in TEs will emerge. Therefore, it was rational to have free entry 

in business life. Obviously, every single FDI has improved local supply and advanced 

competition. 

• Foreign operators in TEs have obviously improved the overall quality of goods and 

services in the local market. In the period of transition, locally-owned companies 

cannot ignore quality any more. Foreign-owned companies require right quality-price 

relationship from their local suppliers. 

• Multinational companies operating in TE-region are in many cases export-oriented 

and import-substituting (e.g. in Skoda and Fiat cases mentioned earlier). Therefore, 

FDIs have helped to create equilibrium in local current account. For example, in 

Hungarian case about 85 % of exportable are produced by foreign-managed firms. 

• Foreign-owned firms enhance tax income of the local public sector, including 

corporate income tax (CIT) receipts. Budget revenue increases by taxing foreign 

managers and specialists who work in foreign-owned firms. 

 

Obviously, foreign-owned companies have also caused consternation in certain cases: 

• In the communist era, overmanning was the rule and not exception in production 

units. Acquisitions by foreign companies called automatically for rationalisation. 

Therefore, there were plenty of local complaints that FDI inflow enhanced 

unemployment, especially in the early period of transition when the state-owned 

assets were privatised with foreign firms participating in that process. 

• International companies are by definition competitive. Therefore, the invasion of 

foreign forms in the early period of transition crowded out local companies. Plenty of 
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discussion has, for example, caused the emergences of foreign, strong retailers which 

forced many local corner-shops out of business. 

• It is obvious that some FDIs contain only an assembly-line on which end-products are 

put together from imported components. This type of operation increases the import 

bill of the host country. Therefore, host countries appreciate schemes in which the 

investor agrees to enhance the home-made content of the end-product gradually. 

• Every actor in the FDI scene appreciates the liberty to repatriate potential profits from 

the host country. Especially in the early period of transition there were critical 

comments on FDIs stating that foreign investors come in, made an easy profit and 

take it back home. Therefore, some TEs have developed incentive schemes for re-

investing profits in the local economy. 

 

It is not the aim here to make a detailed assessment of FDI activity in the TE-region covering 

all positive and potentially negative aspects plus net effects concerning transitional 

economies. It only can be assumed on the basis of previous NORDI studies that FDI inflow in 

every TE has essentially contributed to the post-communist reconstruction of the region. 

Especially valuable contribution has been made by foreign investors in enhancing the 

international competitiveness of countries under review. 

 

As TEs have taken a leap forward in development, their living standard has improved 

considerably. In the next decade TEs must pay special attention to improve their price 

competitiveness. Wages are not supposed to increase more rapidly than local productivity. 

Internationally competitive unit labour costs are a core point in attracting FDIs in the future. 

 

Amid the global financial crisis it is likely that FDI flows will decrease in global scale. 

Therefore, competition in attracting FDIs will intensify in the near future. Financing current 

account deficits mainly by risk capital inflows becomes therefore essentially more difficult 

than in the second decade of transition. 

 

The results of this study show that inefficient bureaucracy, corruption, inflation combined 

with certain issues of the labour market are the most important impediments for doing 

business in TEs. All these issues must be taken seriously in TEs because the global slowdown 

of economic growth calls for risk avoidance in the business community. Advancement in 

Global Competitiveness Index ranking can be done by improving institutional frameworks in 

TEs. 
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5 Conclusions 
 

It can be assumed that the second decade of post-communist rule in the former Eastern Bloc 

will be appreciated as a golden era of economic growth in TE-region under review. Ten TEs 

were able to join EU. In these NMSs inflow of FDI in the first years of the new century was 

remarkably high. 

 

Russia experienced a growth period amid global oil and gas price boom. Rampant 

improvement of living standard took place. 

 

However, the positive growth cycle of the decade of the 21st century had no happy end. The 

global financial crisis started to affect the region under review negatively in 2008. The last 

year of the decade is obviously a turning point. Living standard in the region is in decline. 

Worldwide recession affects strongly TE exportables, oil and gas included. 

 

In the NMS-region, the phenomenon called “overheating” has taken place. Rather long boom 

period has kept inflation rates relatively high. Unit labour costs have increased weakening 

competitiveness. ERDI rates have clearly decreased. As a result, CAs show remarkable 

deficits, which are especially high in Bulgaria and Romania, as well as in the Baltic states. It 

can be said that TE-currencies are not undervalued enough to guarantee equilibrium in CAs. 

 

In the last months of 2008, TEs with ER flexibility (Czech Republic, Poland, Hungary and 

Romania) experienced a clear depreciation of their respective currencies. Estonia, Latvia, 

Lithuania and Bulgaria apply the currency board system, and thus, cannot adjust their ERs. In 

these currency board countries so called “internal devaluation” must take place: wages and 

prices must come down, in order to recreate external equilibrium. Eurozone members, 

Slovenia and Slovakia, cannot manipulate ERs: country wise devaluations are by definition 

not possible in the monetary union. 

 

Russia had a rather high CA surplus in 2008. In spite of that, depreciation expectations of 

RUB started mount in the last months of the year amid decreasing oil prices. The Central 

Bank of Russia gave up defending RUB’s ER which depreciated rather strongly. It is unusual 

to observe depreciation of ER in a country with CA surplus. 

 

CA problems in NMSs show differences. The average (NMS-10) was -7,2 % (of local GDP) 

in 2008. This figure is rather high. 
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Generally speaking, CA deficits in NMS-region are essentially more difficult to finance in 

2009-10, than in two previous years. It is evident that all private investment in the global 

economy will be corrected downwards causing FDI flows to shrink. Thus, risk capital 

financing of CAs is in decline. At the same time, creditworthiness of TEs is deteriorating. 

 

Therefore, it is no accident that the International Monetary Fund (IMF) has entered the scene. 

It can be stated that IMF is a “fire brigade” in the global economy. It is helping national 

economies, which are unable to find “normal” means to finance CA loopholes (risk capital is 

not flowing in and commercial credits are expensive due to low creditworthiness). 

 

Latvia, Hungary and Romania have already clinched a deal with IMF. Money coming from 

this source is always conditional. It means in actual that the creditor (IMF) gets involved in 

economic policy-making of the debtor country. 

 

In the boom years of the current decade, it was customary for households in TEs to take 

mortgages and loans in “hard currencies” (especially in Euros and Swiss francs). Interest rates 

were lower than in similar loans and mortgages denominated in local currency. 

 

Under present circumstances with increasing unemployment and decreasing wages and 

salaries it has become increasingly difficult for individuals and households to service their 

accumulated debts. Banking sector in TE-region is facing a serious bad debt problem 

involving local enterprises and individual clients. Especially Swedish banks (in the Baltic 

states) and Austrian banks (in Central-Eastern Europe) have taken high risks in the TE-region. 

 

The global financial crisis is affecting Western European economies more negatively than 

predicted last year. Therefore, TE exports have rather gloomy growth scenarios. It can be 

assumed that tourism in TEs is not increasing because of the slump in the West. However, 

there are signs indicating that low prices in TEs attract shopping tourists from Western 

Europe. 

 

Workers remittances from the West have in the boom period helped TEs to earn CA income. 

Worsening labour market in the Western part of EU is hurting mobile labour coming from 

TE-region. Migrant workers from TEs are facing deteriorating opportunities in the “old” EU-

countries. 
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Broken economic trends have caused social turmoil in several TEs lately. Obviously, the 

deteriorating competitiveness in TEs described above was not taken seriously enough by 

economic decision makers. A “soft landing” in the post-boom period had been a better 

alternative than “overheating”. Macro-economic management is, however, everywhere a 

difficult topic. The financial crisis is global, not local concerning only TE-region. 
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Appendix 1. Inward foreign direct investment stock by economic activities in 2007, in % of total, NACE classification 

 

Czech Rep. 
(2006)

Hungary 
(2006)

Poland 
(2006)

Slovakia 
(2005)

Slovenia 
(2006) Bulgaria

Romania 
(2006) Estonia Latvia Lithuania

Russia 
(2005)

A Agriculture, hunting 
and forestry   0.2   0.4  0.4 1)  0.3   0.1   0.4  0.5 1)  0.6   1.5  0.6 1)  1.0  

B Fishing   .   0.0   -  .   .   0.0   -  0.1   0.1   -  0.1  

C Mining and quarrying   2.5   0.2   0.1   0.5   0.1   0.5   6.1   0.5   0.5   -  25.9  

D Manufacturing   36.1   35.7   33.9   48.0   37.1   17.8   34.1   14.4   8.8   36.3   39.0  
E Electricity, gas and 
water supply   9.0   4.1   2.9   6.9   4.0   4.0   3.7   2.9   5.3   -  0.3  

F Construction   1.4   0.8   1.9   1.1   0.1   6.5   1.5   2.2   1.8   1.6   0.2  
G Wholesale, retail trade, 
repair of veh.etc.   10.2   15.7   17.4   11.8   16.5   12.6   12.2   13.4   12.4   11.5   1.5  

H Hotels and restaurants   0.7   0.6   0.5   0.2   0.3   1.5   0.8   0.2   0.8   0.8   0.0  
I Transport, storage and 
communication   7.6   9.3   8.0   6.1   4.4   17.6   9.3   3.7   7.9   12.8   0.5  

J Financial intermediation  16.8   10.1   18.9   18.3   20.7   18.6   22.2   31.3   28.3   17.2   1.2  
K Real estate, renting & 
business activities   14.3   20.7   13.7   6.1   15.8   19.4   9.0   29.2   18.3   8.4   1.9  
1) A and B
Source: wiiw, database on Foreign Direct Investment 2008 in Central, East and Southeast Europe 
 


